
MGS 25th Annniversary Party: Snake goes open-world and gets a movie 

Raiden’s title debut into the Metal Gear franchise – while promising as a fun, over-the-top fruit ninja 

featuring cyborgs and spines – has definitely split the Metal Gear fanbase into two, just like that 

poor henchman over there. Hideo Kojima and the Kojima Productions crew have decided to patch 

things up with a multitude of announcements made at the MGS 25th Anniversary Party held in Japan, 

enough to make even the most scorned fan crack a smile. 

First is the official Metal Gear movie. No, not an extended cut-scene; an actual movie. News of it has 

been floating around for years, including ones stating it being scrapped back in 2010. Looks like 

we’re back into the swing of things: the movie will be made together with Columbia Pictures and 

Marvel CEO Avi Arad in the producer’s seat. Arad has a long line of Marvel  productions to his name, 

the most recent being 2012’s The Amazing Spider Man.  

"For many years I fought to bring comics to theaters - and video games are the comics of today," 

Arad said. "We will take our time and tell the story with all the nuances, ideology, cautionary tales 

needed."  

Konami also took the opportunity to present a Unity-powered, 3D mobile title from GREE called 

Metal Gear Solid: Social Ops, no doubt following up on the success of Peace Walker for the PSP. No 

other details were revealed, but a playable copy of the social game will be available at the upcoming 

Tokyo Game Show. 

Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance made an appearance of course, showcasing the hack-and-slash 

handiwork of Platinum Games. Only this time, there was a hint of a returning character, when the 

video ended with a female voice saying “it’s been a while”.  Speculation runs wild but until I get to 

watch and listen to the video myself, I’m putting bets on it being Rose from MGS2: Sons of Liberty.  

Of course, anything Metal Gear-related wouldn’t be complete without Kojima teasing the crowd 

with painfully brief bits of content. Taking the stage towards the end of the presentation, he showed 

off the FOX Engine, with Metal Gear Solid: Ground Zeroes in tow. 

Said to be running on current-gen PC hardware, the open-world game started off with an in-game 

cut-scene that seamlessly transitioned into gameplay, bringing the starting levels of MGS4: Guns of 

the Patriots into mind. Snake (Big Boss) proceeded to go about doing his stealthy business, killing a 

guard, stealing his jeep and eventually calling in a helicopter. 

Rumours has it that this will see how Big Boss and Solid Snake collide for the first time . The subtitle 

goes “From FOX, two phantoms were born” though so it may be referencing Liquid and Solid Snake, 

products of the Les Enfants Terribles project.  

Could the FOX Engine running on PC hint at the hardware bottleneck facing current-gen consoles, or 

is it an attempt at breaking into the PC market with true cross-platform compatibility? 

Now kiss and make-up, MGS fans: we have things we can ALL be excited about now. 

(via vg247) 
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